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addressed his pupils by their Christian names and he never
omitted the Polish " Pan" or " Panie," which means
Mister. Cro\vned heads could not have wished for more
respectful treatment. But the formality of his remarks made
their undertone of irony doubly alarming. Sometimes he
would deliberately address his pupil in a certain way which
was more biting than any sarcasm : " You pretend that
you have just played Chopin. It was beautiful, was it not,
Panie Dygacie? " he would ask his pupil Dygat. It was
the correct formal manner of addressing the unfortunate
gentleman whose name happened to be " Pan Dygat"
(Mr. Dygat). But in that particular case the grammatical
form had a provocative sound that would bring a flush to
sensitive cheeks. As Pan Dygat was small, rather girlish
and very sensitive, he not only blushed, but he forgot what
the master's question had been and whether what he had
been playing had really been Chopin and beautiful,
Paderewski's impatience and irony were nothing but
a form of nervousness. As time went on, this nervousness
diminished. He became less ironical and less personal,
and the pitiless teacher was transformed into a loved and
honoured friend. From being for him the causes of a
nerve-racking performance, his pupils became new and
exciting instruments that Paderewski began to experiment
with, to " play," to bring to perfection.
There was a short interval for tea in the dining-room,
during which Paderewski read the afternoon mail. After
tea Paderewski's earlier nervousness would have worn off.
Whereas his pupils began to get tired, he became keener.
No longer did he sit at his piano, to all appearances taking
but little interest in the proceedings, and only occasionally
interrupting the pupil with a remark. Now interruptions
followed one another. Paderewski was no longer thinking
of his pupils or of the lessons, but of the playing, of the
audience, of the concert which would be the eventual
outcome. " No, you are not playing for yourself you are
playing for three thousand people who want to hear you

